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The Tankken LaBoratory COUP 

The workers of the Tankken Laboratory are forced to work in terrible 

conditions.  They alone control the production of chemical weapons 

for the entire Blightun Empire.  It has taken many months for the 

workers to persuade the Independent Allied States to provide them 

with munitions.  Today, rather than arrive with their punch-cards, the 

workers unite to punch a hole in the Blightun war effort.  

2 45 MINS 

Summary: 

This scenario makes use of the gas tokens 

from the core box.  Every turn the Strategic 

Objective is occupied, another Gas Cloud is 

released making it harder to occupy. 

Requirements: 

The Rivet Wars: Eastern Front core box. 

Special Rules: 

This mission requires the utmost priority; no 

Secret Mission Cards are to be collected. 

Gas Clouds formed by Gaston’s laboratory 

obey the following rules. If a player occupies 

the Strategic Objective at the end of their 

Movement Phase, a new Gas Cloud is 

formed.  The gas cloud attacks any units in 

the Strategic Objective before it deviates [and 

attacks again]. At the end of the player’s 

next Movement Phase, the gas cloud will 

deviate [and attacks] again before being 

removed from the board. 

It is recommended Gas Clouds are marked 

using the player’s flag tokens from the core 

box in order to keep track of gas clouds.  
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The Gas Attack is as follows: 

 

Units are busy destroying or repairing the 

Tankken Laboratory, so VPs are only scored 

if a player occupies the Strategic Objective 

during the Wrap Up Phase of their turn.  No 

VPs are scored if the Strategic Objective is 

unoccupied. 

Resources: 

Deployment Points: 4 
Rivets: 1 
 

Victory Conditions: 

The first player to reach 5 VPs wins. 

 
Blight has the Objective, but can The Wolverine 

make a difference? 
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